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ADMIN QUESTIONS OK Comments
ENT

Pronotes

How can I take the register in an efficient way ?

Managing absence notifications

Managing late arrivals in class

Sacoche

Keys

Codes

Diary for the term

Diary for the year

Photocopier

Multiple copies

Recto/Verso

Scanner

Colour photocopies

Lamination possibilities

Conseils de Classe - when ?

Conseils de Classe - how do I prepare ?

Marker pens

Email - ac-rouen webmail

Validating ac-rouen address

Groupes de diffusion in webmail

Joining liste-anglais on ac-rouen

Finding ac-rouen website - Portail Langues

Using the Portail des Métiers

iProf

Cahier de texte - what format is used ?

Cahier de texte - how do you keep it up to date ?

Lesson planner

What do you need in your teacher's bag ?

Coping with changing rooms often

Communicating with students + parents via email ?

Facebook

Trombinoscope

Use of photographs of pupils (!!)

Dress code
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CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT OK Comments
Using the space

Moving around the classroom

Table arrangements

Are the pupils all comfortably facing the board ?

Lights

Blinds

Voice management

Timing within the session

Meet and Greet

The lesson begins in the corridor

Managing bags

Putting equipment on the desk when appropriate

Exercise book management (see Ex book tab)

Video projector management

Zoom

Blank / Mute

Freeze

Other functions of the videoprojector

IWB (Interactive White Board)

Sound management - mp3

Speakers use

Using the  board

How do I manage the space ?

How do I use colour ?

How do I share the space for projection and writing ?

What do I expect the pupils to write from the board ?

Handwriting on the board

Projecting a textbook on the board

Typing and then videoprojecting or writing down on the board?
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GROUP MANAGEMENT OK Comments
Carnet de correspondance - what is it ?

Carnet de correspondance - what is it for ?

Praising students' good behaviour

How do I praise students ?

Writing names on the board / erasing

Thinking about school rules and their use in the classroom ?

Règlement intérieur

Managing oral participation

Homework - when ?

Homework - how often ?

Homework - checking ?

Managing homework diaires

Allowing pupils to leave the classroom or not during lessons

Saying no in the classroom

Chattering - how do I manage it ?

Chattering - how much noise level is tolerable ?

Fixing deadlines for homework

Sticking to deadlines for homework

Sanctions - what are they ?

Sanctions - how do I enforce them ?

Sanctions - what is the graduated scale ?

Where will the pupils sit ?

How are the places allocated ?

How often do I change the seating plan ?

How do I manage the seating plan ?
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CLASSROOM ENGLISH OK Comments
How do I use 100% English in the classroom ?

Strategies for 100% English

Creating rituals - what can I do ?

Teacher of the Day

Questions of the Day

News of the Day

Giving instructions in English

When do I need to translate instructions given in English ?

Praising in English

Reprimanding in English

How do I keep the pupils on track for English in the classroom ?

How do I react to a pupil who refuses to go along with 100% English ?

Is anything less than 100% all right ?
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LESSON PREPARATION OK Comments
Check list for your lesson planning

Back planning

What is my final task ?

How do my activities contribute towards my final task ?

Warm up activities

Gap filler activities

Anticipating pupil questions

Homework - what am I going to ask pupils to do ?

Homework -how am I going to use what pupils have done ?

Balancing out the 5 skills

What is my assessment plan for this sequence ?

What happens in AP sessions ?

Are my activities always task-based?

Digital tools in my lesson / chapter

Using the lesson planning resources suggested at the ESPE
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IN THE STAFFROOM OK Comments
Meet the different actors within the school

Vie Scolaire

CPE

Equipe de surveillants / assistants d'éducation

Infirmière

CDI

Intendance

Secrétariat élèves

Professeur principal

Equipe pédagogique

Assistants de langue

Agents de service

What do I do at break ?

What do I do at lunchtime ?

Managing my place in the staffroom 

Managing my place in the canteen

Where do I park ?

How do I get into the staff car park ?
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LESSON OBSERVATIONS OK Comments
Observing your tutor on the Observation Programme

Regular observations (weekly in Term 1)

Observing other subject teachers

Observing another teacher working with your class

Being observed - what documentation do I need to give to my observer before the session ?

Fixing objectives for my observation

Being observed - what feedback do I want to have ?

Being observed  - planning time to debrief

Being observed - what notes do I need to make ?

Being observed - fixing objectives to work on for next time
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TEACHING CONTENT OK Comments
Identifying the  five skills

Debriefing on activities in the 5 different skills

Time management

Planning a lesson

Planning a sequence

What are the stages of a lesson ?

Fitting the lesson into the sequence

Building up the spiral of learning

Sharing resources

Working as a team

Finding resources

Using chapters from a textbook

Using activities from a textbook

Using a digital textbook

What are the pupils actually doing  during an activity ?

How do I keep them on track ?

How do I get them back on track when they have gone off track ?

How can we build on what the pupils already know ?

Am I stretching my pupils as much as possible ?

How can I stretch my pupils more ?

What activities will challenge them ?

How can I introduce elements of Bloom's Taxonomy into my teaching practice ?

How can I take into account the diversity of levels in my class? --> leading to differenciation? 
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MARKING AND ASSESSMENT OK Comments
Why do we assess ?

What do we need to assess ?

How do we assess ?

Different types of assessment within a chapter

Diagnosis

Formative

Summative

How do we test vocabulary ?

How do we test learning ?

How do we test how the pupils are working ?

How can we learn from a test ?

How do we correct a test ?

What self correction techniques can we include ?

How can we teach learning techniques ?

How can we liaise with the colleagues who are working in AP ?

How do I know if my marking techniques are appropriate ?

How  can I ensure my marking is representative of the pupil performance ?

How can I avoid the macabre constant ?

What should I write on a test? Feedback / final remarks)
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EXERCISE BOOKS (not Copybooks, please) OK Comments
What am I going to ask my pupils to use this school year ?

Exercise book ?

File ?

Document holder ?

What is the reason for this choice ?

What do I want the pupils to achieve with their recording / note-taking ?

How am I going to ask them to present their work ?

What essential elements will I ask for ?

Date

Title

Exercise headings

Colours

How do I highlight the important parts of my lesson ?

How do I identify vocab to be learned ?

How do I identify homework to be done ?

How do I highlight content to be learned for an assessment ?

How do I encourage autonomous note-taking ?

Do I get the pupils to decorate the cover ?

How will I organise the pages ?

Will they stick photocopies in the pages ?

Where will they store their tests ?

Is there a plastic cover to the exercise book ?

Do I intend to collect and correct exercise books during the year?

Do I want my students to use a pen or a pencil when they do an exercise?

What is my policy on erasing work ?
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Extra notes for my own personal observations
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